
Are you a DIY landscaper? Use our quick & 
easy guide to choose great plant combos to 

make your yard vibrant!



Whether you have a green thumb and like to landscape your yard 
yourself, or you have a certain part of your yard that just needs a bit 

of filling in to complete your landscaping, we at Earth Works can help 
you out. We’re going to share our favorite plant pairings we offer at 

our garden center with you to make your landscape more 
spectacular this spring.

#1- The first great combo we recommend is pairing Loropetalum Pur-
ple Pixi, a popular and easy to care for shrub with dark purplish leaves and 

blooms with bright pink flowers with Sunshine Lugustrum, which is just like it 
sounds, a shrub with bright yellow foliage. The purple and 

yellow really pop! And these are plants hat will do well through the hot 
summer months with minimal maintenance besides the mandatory watering 

upon first planting and fertilizing monthly after that. 

#2 - Next, we have Soft Caress Mahonia with its truly unique medium 
green almost fern-like foliage and yellow flower stalks combined with 

Varigated Ginger as another big winner. Varigated Ginger is the larger plant 
and comes in a variety of colors, from white and green varigated to white, 

green and red varigated! The flowers are stalks of white or light yellow unique 
petals. The mix of textures and colors are eye-catching and tropical, adding 

the wow factor to your landscape.  



#3- If you’ve seen those bushes around town during the winter 
season covered in red or pink blooms, then you’ve noticed the beautiful 
Camilia shrubs that are easy to grown and also offer shiny bright green 

leaves. Pair that with Flax Lilies around the base with varigated or 
nonvarigated grass-like foliage and purple flowers to set off the Camilia 

blooms in your landscape. Works great to in front of the air conditioning unit 
you’ve been wanting to hide!

Our landscape architects at Earth Works recommend these pairings for 
simple ways to jazz up your landscape that you can easily do yourself. 
Looking for a bigger yard overhaul? Contact our experts at 996-0712.


